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Abstract
In this paper I evaluate the ability of different Natural Language Processing (NLP)
techniques to make human-like word relatedness judgements in a variant of the wordbased board game Codenames. I analyze a variety of statistical and knowledge based
approaches, combinations of these, and techniques for incorporating the wider game
context into relatedness judgements. While no approach explored here reaches human performance, simple word embedding based approaches incorporate a surprising
amount of the useful information captured by other techniques. I attempt to characterize the limitations of these approaches in relation to human game play, although
differences are largely not systematic. Finally, I discuss these results in terms of
future directions for the field of NLP.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Codenames, decribed in detail below, is a game that hinges on determining the relatedness of words. Such a task is simple to describe and in principle easy for humans.
It is therefore an interesting question whether or not current Natural Language Processing techniques, whose success is accelerating in tasks such as translation, text
generation, analogy tasks, and many others [26], can achieve human-like performance
on this task. Since a model with a human-like theory of how concepts relate to
words should be able to determine word relatedness in a human-like way, comparing a model’s performance on this task to human performance will shed light on the
extent to which these models are learning human-like language representations.

Section 1.1

Codenames
1.1.1. Basic game play
Codenames is an award-winning word-based boardgame designed by Vlaada Chvátil
(see https://czechgames.com/en/codenames/). It is played by two teams of two,
where each teammate has a well-defined and perhaps deceptively simple role. The
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board consists of 25 cards each with a single word written on it, with either 8 or
9 words assigned to each team, 7 of the remaining words neutral and assigned to
neither team, and 1 word representing the ”assassin.” In each team, one partner is
the spymaster, and one partner is the guesser. The spymaster knows which cards are
assigned to their team, which are assigned to the other team, and which are neutral.
Their task is to give one-word clues to their partner that will help them guess some
of their team’s words, while not guessing the other words. Teams alternate turns, in
which the spymaster gives a clue along with the number of words that the clue applies
to (usually 2-4 words in personal experience). The guesser then attempts to guess
the words intended by the spymaster. They give their guesses one at a time, with
each guessed word being removed from the game. The guesser can continue guessing
as long as they choose their own team’s words; however, if they guess a neutral word
or a word belonging to the other team, these words are removed from the game and
the turn ends. If the guesser chooses the assassin word, they immediately lose. Apart
from this special case, the winning team is the first to have all of their assigned words
guessed by either team’s guesser and removed from the game.

1.1.2. Nature of clues
The task of the spymaster is highly creative, with the only restrictions on clues being
that that they are either single words or proper nouns, and that they do not contain or
appear in any of the words on the board. Not only can clues relate to the board words
in any way, but almost all of the 400 possible board words from the original version
of Codenames are polysemous, with more than one possible meaning (e.g. ”BANK,”
”PUPIL,” ”ROCK,” etc.). Within this large space of possible board word meanings,
and clues which may bear any sort of relationship to any of these meanings, successful
teams must somehow have a joint understanding of what these word meanings are,
which bear what sorts of relationships to a given clue, and precisely the relative
2
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Figure 1.1:
This snapshot of Codenames play,
captured from
https://czechgames.com/en/codenames/, shows an example board of 25 words,
along with the square card which is in view of each team’s spymaster and shows
spatially which words belong to each team (red or blue), which words are neutral
(beige), and which word represents the assassin (black).
strength of these relationships.

Section 1.2

Problem Statement
In this paper I hope to characterize the ability of various NLP techniques to achieve
human-like performance on the word-game Codenames, with the joint goals of better
understanding how humans determine word relatedness and in what ways current
NLP approaches are equipped to do so in a similar way.

Section 1.3

Paper Organization
I begin this paper by describing a simplified Codenames task, and reporting human
performance on this task. I next describe and evaluate the performance of various
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NLP approaches on this task: naive statistical approaches, statistical approaches
which incorporate contextual information, knowledge-based approaches, combinations of knowledge-based and statistical approaches, and multi-modal techniques.
I then more specifically characterize the limitations of these approaches in relation to
human performance, and close by discussing implications of these results for the field
of NLP and potential future directions.
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Chapter 2

Related Work
This paper aims to build off of prior work investigating the use of NLP to approximate
human performance on Codenames-inspired word games.

Section 2.1

AI Performance in Codenames
Some prior work has investigated the performance of different NLP approaches in
bots that play with and against each other. Kim et al. analysed the performance of
embedding-based (Word2Vec and GloVe) and knowledge-based (WordNet) spymasters and guessers when paired with each other [11]. They found the embedding-based
approaches to be the most successful, with embedding-based spymasters performing
better when paired with an embedding-based guessers than when paired with the
WordNet-based guesser, and approaches using concatanated GloVe and Word2Vec
embeddings having the most success over all. Additionally, the authors described
clues given by the WordNet-based spymaster as “inscrutable” and “hard to justify.”
Jaramillo et al. followed up on this work by comparing different approaches to
the winning concatenated Word2Vec and GloVe approach [9]. Using dictionary definitions and Wikipedia summaries for the board words as a corpus, they used both
5
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a Term-Frequency Inverse Document Frequency algorithm, which determined wordrelatedness based on a word’s frequency in the context of a given word relative to its
overall frequency, and a Naive Bayes algorithm which determined each of the board
word’s probability of belonging to each of 118 classes (e.g. “animals”, “countries”,
“food”, etc), where the class that a word most probably belongs to would be deemed
a good clue for that word. Neither of these approaches neared the performance of
the embedding-based approach implemented by Kim et al. However, Jaramillo et
al. also implemented an embedding-based approach using word embeddings from
the large-scale transformer-based language model GPT-2. This approach performed
competitively to the winning approach of Kim et al. when paired with other bots,
and outperformed it on average when paired with each of 10 human players, tentatively suggesting that GPT-2 embeddings capture more human-like representations
of words than the combined Glove and Word2Vec embeddings.
Overall, these sets of results speak to the relative compatibility of different embeddingbased approaches, while also perhaps expressing pessimism for the use of knowledge
graphs such as WordNet for the task. However, they do not tell us how these different
approaches compare to human performance.

Section 2.2

AI and Human Partnerships
Other work has been done to test the compatibility of such approaches with human
players. Koyyalagunta et al. implement knowledge and embedding-based AI spymasters which give clues to human guessers [13]. Their knowledge-based spymaster is
implemented with BabelNet, in which edges between words are labeled with the relationship between those words. The authors found that clue quality improved when
they restricted a word’s nearest neighbors to those that were only one edge away, or
6
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had only hypernym relationships for each edge after the first. With this specially
constructed graph, they found the knowledge-based spymaster had similar success to
the vector-based approaches, while being more transparent. Additionally, they found
that both types of spymasters improved when they avoided especially common or
especially uncommon clues, and when they incorporated word embeddings built from
dictionary definitions into their scoring function. Each spymaster gave clues for 2
words on a 20 word board, and for the most successful spymaster, which used the
described biases along with fast text embeddings, people guessed on average 66.7%
of these words correctly in the first 2 tries. These results certainly do that these
approaches are compatible with human play, although Koyyalagunta et al. do not
provide comparable data for the success rate of human spymasters.

Section 2.3

Emulating Human Performance
Shen et al. (2018) and Kumar et al. (2021) use similar and other approaches to
model human performance directly [27, 14]. Shen et al. gathered data on people
playing a modified version of Codenames, in which the spymaster chooses between a
set of adjectives to describe a subset of possible nouns, and guessers guess the nouns
that are intended to be described by the spymaster’s chosen adjective. They found
that bigram co-occurence frequencies outperform embedding-based and knowledgebased approaches in modeling both human spymasters and guessers. Bigrams are
especially suited to modelling human behavior in this particular version of the game,
as adjectives and the nouns they describe tend to occur consecutively. In the original
paradigm, in which clues are not restricted to being adjectives that describe the intended word but can be of any type (i.e. synonyms), clues and intended words may not
co-occur consecutively to the same extent. Regardless, this finding picks out bigrams
7
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as effective models for at least one strategy employed by humans in Codenames-like
tasks. Shen et al. additionally investigate potential pragmatic aspects of human
game-play by evaluating responses in terms of a pragmatic reasoning framework in
which spymasters and guessers are modeled as recursively reasoning about the other’s
knowledge and likely inferences. Interestingly, they found the literal, non-pragmatic
model to be a better fit, suggesting that spymasters and guessers do not recursively
reason about each other in this manner.
Kumar et al. designed a version of Codenames in which spymasters are asked to
come up with a clue for 2 specified words on a 20 word boar, and guessers try to guess
these 2 words given the spymaster’s clue. They compared the ability of embeddingbased and associative models to predict human play. Associative models are built by
asking human participants what words come to mind in response to a given cue word,
and keeping track of the frequency of each response. In theory, these models should
be expected to outperform embedding-based approaches, since this task is similar to
the Codenames task in which spymasters pick clues that are associated with words
on the board, and guessers in turn pick words that are associated with the given clue.
Kumar et al. did indeed find associative models to outperform embedding-based
models, with the most successful associative model, based on the Small World of
Words word association database [3], correctly predicting 60.33% of human guesses
and 21.67% of clues, and GloVe and Word2Vec based models correctly predicting
39.69% of guesses and 8.33% of clues, and 41.11% of guesses and 3.33% of clues
respectively. While the associative model clearly captures aspects of word relations
that embedding-based models miss out on, these models are still far from perfectly
emulating human performance.
The authors further characterized what information is captured by each model by
labeling what type of relationship clues had with intended words on each trial and
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analyzing how well the models predicted each type of clue. They found that both
model types were best at predicting coordinate clues, which are clues that belong
to the same category as at least one of the intended words (i.e. apartment, villa).
They also found a larger difference in predictive accuracy between associative and
embedding-based models for coordinate clues and hierarchical clues, which group the
intended words into a superordinate category, than for locative clues which highlight
a location based aspect of an intended word, or attributive clues which describe a
property or feature of an intended word. Finally, embedding-based models had the
least success predicting hierarchical clues, suggesting that such structured conceptual
relationships between words are not well-captured by these word embeddings.
The work I have discussed establishes a general consensus that no one currently
existing NLP approach achieves human-like performance in Codenames. Embeddingbased approaches seem to have the most potential for this goal, and benefit from
the integration of more structured conceptual information, such as adjective-noun
co-occurrence frequency, dictionary definitions, and hierarchical relationships which
might be captured by knowledge graphs. I hope to build off of prior work by incorporating new, state of the art approaches such as GPT-3 text prediction and combining
approaches in order to maximize their strengths. I also characterize and address some
of the theoretical limitations faced by various NLP approaches in determining word
relatedness.
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Chapter 3

Human Performance
In this chapter I describe human performance on the Codenames task. Although
both the guesser and spymaster role present interesting challenges for NLP, I chose
to focus my analysis on the guessing portion of the task. While this may initially
seem to be the “easier” problem, since it involves choosing from set words rather
than coming up with a clue from an infinite option space, I argue that it is the more
difficult and more interesting problem to solve with NLP given this paper’s goals.
While spymasters need draw only on their own knowledge to come up with a clue,
successful guessers might experience clues that are outside their knowledge domain.
Thus the guessing task better reveals deficiencies in the information captured by
different approaches. The most notable simplifications of this task from the original
Codenames guessing task are that the board is reduced to 12 words, spymasters must
give a clue for exactly 3 words, there is no opposing team, and only one round is
played per board. Guessers also do not need to pick words in order, and so they
do not stop guessing once they have guessed incorrectly. These simplifications were
made to isolate the task of drawing relationships between words from other strategic
aspects of game play.

10
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Figure 3.1: Each participant in study 1 saw this example before beginning the task,
along with the following text: “In the example below, the clue money applies to the
selected words bank, buck, and card. Money is kept in banks, a buck is a slang term
for money, and people use cards to pay for things in place of money. While the other
words may also bear some relation to the clue money, given this clue, it seems likely
that someone would pick the three selected words instead of any of the others.”

Section 3.1

Methods
3.1.1. Study 1
The purpose of study 1 was to gather data on human spymasters. I first constructed
400 12-word boards by randomly selecting words from the 400 cards in the original
Codenames game. Participants were then recruited from Prolific (N = 100, Mage =
33.45, SDage = 13.77, 47 females, 2 other) to act as spymasters for these boards.
Participants were instructed to select 3 words from the board of 12, and give a oneword clue that would allow another person to guess those 3 words if given the same
board. Each participant completed 10 trials, giving a clue for a different board on
each trial. They were shown the example board in Figure 3.1 before beginning the
task.
After completing 10 trials, participants saw the same boards, along with the clues
11
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they gave, and were asked to re-select the words they had in mind for that clue. Trials
in which participants did not correctly re-select all 3 words, or in which they gave
invalid clues (more than 1 word or containing or appearing in a board word) were
excluded from subsequent analyses, so that 135 trials were excluded out of a total
1036.

3.1.2. Study 2
The purpose of study 2 was to gather data on human guessers. From study 1, I
collected 901 unique valid clue/board pairs. In order to gather more data on each
clue/board pair, I randomly selected 400 of these pairs for use in study 2 and all
subsequent analyses. Participants were again recruited from Prolific (N = 201,
Mage = 31.37, SDage = 11.75, 92 females, 7 other), this time to act as guessers. On
each trial, participants were shown a clue followed by a board of words. They were
told that the clue was chosen by their partner in order to to help them guess exactly
3 of the words on the board, and asked to select the 3 words that they thought their
partner had in mind based on the clue. Each participant saw a total of 20 clue/board
pairs randomly selected from the set of 400. They were shown the example board in
Figure 3.2 before beginning the task.
After completing 20 trials, participants saw a randomly selected 7 of their clue/board
pairs for a second time, and were asked to select the same words they had selected
the first time they saw that clue/board pair. Trials which were included in this set
of 7, and in which a participant selected more than 1 different word from their first
selection were considered failed. Failed trials, and all the trials of participants who
failed more than 3 trials, were excluded from subsequent analyses. 141 trials were
excluded out of a total 4150, leaving an average of 11.02 valid responses for each of
the 400 clue/board pairs.

12
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Figure 3.2: Each participant in study 2 saw this example before beginning the task,
along with the following text: ”In the example below, the clue money applies to the
selected words bank, buck, and card. Money is kept in banks, a buck is a slang term
for money, and people use cards to pay for things in place of money. While the other
words may also bear some relation to the clue money, it seems likely these 3 selected
words were intended by the clue.”

Section 3.2

Results
Partnerships between spymasters and guessers were generally successful, with guessers
guessing 79.21% of words correctly on average, compared to chance performance
at 25%. Additionally, guessers got all 3 words correct on almost half of all trials
(47.67%), with chance performance at just 0.45%. The standard deviation of percent
correct responses over all the trials was 22.45%. This variability in success can be
more attributed to spymasters than guessers; the standard deviation of percent correct
responses given by each subject was 6.65%, while that of percent correct responses
given to each clue/board pair was 14.88%. In fact, guesser responses to the same clue
and board differed on average by less than one word. For each clue/board pair, any 2
subjects who saw that pair had on average a 76.31% percent overlap in their guesses,
or 0.7106 different guesses out of the 3.
To generalize, guessers tended to agree on correct answers. This result supports
13
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the idea that people draw on a common understanding of the subtleties of word
relationships, and engage in similar cognitive processes when playing Codenames. It
is thus theoretically possible to explain and emulate such a process computationally;
the remainder of this paper will examine the extent to which current NLP approaches
make progress towards this goal.
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Chapter 4

Statistical Approaches
The NLP techniques explored here learn patterns present in large amounts of text.
I first discuss bigrams, which reflect very simple patterns, and then move on to
embedding-based approaches, which capture to varying degrees more of the complexity and nuance in human language. I compare the performance of each approach
on the guessing portion of the Codenames task to human performance.

Section 4.1

Bigrams
A bigram is a set of 2 pieces of text that occur sequentially. Word bigrams in the previous sentence include (A, bigram), (bigram, is), (is, a), etc. Under the hypothesis that
related words are more likely to co-occur, bigram frequencies might serve as a useful
proxy for the relatedness of words. While this approach uses co-occurrence statistics
in a less sophisticated way than embedding-based approaches, Shen et al. (2018)
found that bigram frequencies outperformed both Word2Vec and GloVe embeddingbased approaches in predicting human clues and guesses in a modified Codenames
task [27]. Notably, players in this task chose clues from a set of adjectives, and guessed
from a set of nouns.
15
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4.1.1. Overview of Approach
I used freely available Google N-Grams to find the average probability of bigrams in
a large corpus of english books from 2009-2019 [19]. The probability of a bigram is
calculated by taking the proportion of all bigrams in the corpus that are the given
bigram. To determine the similarity between two words, I took the larger bigram
probability of the words in either order. For example, the similarity between the
words “hot” and “dog” would be calculated as the larger of the bigram probabilities
for “hot dog” or “dog hot.” For each clue/board pair, I calculated in this manner the
similarity between each board word with the clue, and selected the 3 most similar
board words to be guessed.

4.1.2. Results
The bigram-based approach guessed 32.08% of words correctly, and guessed all 3
words correctly on 1.75% of trials, falling far below human performance. Its guesses
overlapped with human guesses on just 31.35% of words on average. The difference
in performance of this approach on this task, and that devised by Shen et al. (2018),
can be explained by the fact that adjective-noun co-occurrence counts will be higher
if the adjective is often used to describe the noun. Thus bigram probabilities are
a good proxy for human judgements about adjective-noun relatedness. In this task,
however, clues and board words are not limited to particular parts of speech, allowing
for a greater variety in relationship types which are clearly not all well-captured by
bigram probabilities.
In fact, only 15.5% of the clue/word pairs had a nonzero similarity score, or
probability of bigram occurrence. Importantly, words that spymasters intended to be
picked out by their clues were more likely than unintended words to have a nonzero
similarity score; 20.66% of intended words had a nonzero score, while 13.78% of
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unintended words had a nonzero score, and the average proportion of intended words
with a nonzero score per board differed significantly from the average proportion
of unintended words with a nonzero score per board (t(400) = 5.804, p < 0.001).
This suggests that while bigram probabilities do capture a small portion of human
word-relatedness judgements.

Section 4.2

Embedding-based Approaches
Each embedding-based approach discussed here maps words to vectors which represent their positions in a semantic space, where more semantically similar words are
meant be positioned more closely in this space. To calculate the similarity between
two words according to these embedding-based approaches, it is conventional to take
the cosine similarity between the embeddings of those words. Here, I implement a
naive guessing strategy for each embedding-based approach in which I select the 3
board words with the highest cosine similarity to the clue for each clue/board pair.
Approaches and guessing strategies which incorporate more contextual information
will be discussed in the next chapter.

4.2.1. Overview of Approaches
Word2Vec. Word2Vec vectors [20] are created using a neural network which is
fed text and learns to predict words based on their context. A word’s context is
considered to be each word within a certain distance from it in the input text. In the
text “Codenames is a fun game to play with friends,” with a context window of 3 and
target word “game,” context words include “is,” “a,” “fun,” “to,” “play,” and “with.”
The model I used, obtained from the gensim library [24], was trained on the Google
News text corpus. It receives as input a target word, and outputs the probability of
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the occurrence of possible context words. It is trained with negative sampling, where
for each target word, the network computes the probability of just one of the context
words and a set number of randomly sampled negative instances rather than that of
each word in the vocabulary. During training, it learns to reduce the probabilities of
the negative instances and increase that of the context words.
This particular model learns 300 dimensional vector representations of each word
in the vocabulary. The vocabulary did not contain 8 of the clues given by spymasters
in the selected clue/board pairs, and so 8 of the 400 clue/board pairs were excluded
from analysis for this model.

Glove. Similar to Word2Vec, the GloVe (Global Vectors) model [22] is trained to
predict the likelihood of words co-occurring. However, while Word2Vec learns from
local contexts, with more frequently co-occurring words making up more of the training data, GloVe is explicitly trained on the corpus-wide co-occurrence statistics of
words. The training objective is to learn word vectors such that words that are more
likely to co-occur have more similar vectors. While variables such as the size and
contents of the training corpus, word vector length, and number of training iterations
have considerable effects on both models’ performance, GloVe learns more efficiently
than Word2Vec and tends to outperform it.
The GloVe vectors I used were pre-trained on Twitter and had 300 dimensions.
The vocabulary did not contain 8 words from the clue/board pairs, and so I only
evaluated the model on trials where the clue and each intended word was in the
vocabulary. This condition excluded 8 out of the 400 clue/board pairs from analysis
for this model. For 13 of the remaining 392 pairs, one unintended word on the board
was not in the model’s vocabulary. When calculating the model’s guess for these
clue/board pairs, I simply assigned a similarity score of 0 between this unknown
word and the clue. This increased chance performance very slightly from 25% correct
18
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guesses to 25.07% correct guesses.

Bert. Bert, or Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers [5], uses a
transformer architecture to take more context into account when predicting target
words during training. Transformers are a deep learning approach in which every
input is connected to every output, allowing the input to be processed in any order
rather than strictly sequentially. The weights between inputs and outputs are dynamically calculated based on the input, a process known as attention. BERT has
12 layers of transformers, with the attention computation applied at each layer to
bias the intermediate representations of words in a particular way based on the words
around them. As part of the process in which it learns to map words to embeddings,
it learns to what extent and in what manner it should take certain context words into
account when computing the embedding of an input word.
The BERT model learns by masking a word in the input data, encoding all the
words both proceeding and following this masked word within some window into a
vector, and using this vector to predict the masked word. Technically, BERT actually
learns representations of sub-words, splitting words into the most common sequences
of characters. This allows BERT to produce vector representations for words it does
not see during training. BERT is also trained to predict entire sentences; given a
pair of sentences, it learns whether they are likely to be seen in succession. While
BERT can produce vector representations of whole sentences or even paragraphs, in
which each word’s contribution to this vector depend on the words around it, it can
also produce vector representations of context-free, single words. The performance of
these context-free word embeddings is discussed below.
The BERT model I used was downloaded from the SentenceTransformer library
[25]. It was trained on a diverse data set and produces vectors with 768 dimension.
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GPT-3. GPT-3, released by OpenAI, is also a transformer-based model, but is far
larger and trained on far more data than BERT [1]. GPT-3 is trained to repeatedly
predict the next word in a sequence of text. In this way it is more simple than
BERT, which is trained to predict a masked word based on the words that come
before and after it, and also to predict pairs of successive sentence. GPT-3 has 175
billion parameters, or values which it learns to optimize during training. In contrast,
BERT has over one thousand times less at 110 million parameters, and GPT-3’s
predecessor GPT-2 has 1.5 billion. GPT-3 has made surprising progress towards zero,
one, and few-shot learning, and shocked users with its ability to generate text that
seems as though it was written by a human. However, perhaps the most interesting
aspect of GPT-3’s success is its simplicity - while it has a very similar architecture
to BERT and GPT-2, its massive increase in size and amount of training data led to
noticeable differences and sensational public response [2, 8]. While GPT-3 is primarily
used for text generation, OpenAI offers a variety of GPT-3 word embedding models,
meant for different tasks and producing different sizes of embeddings. I used the four
models that were specifically intended for determining semantic similarity of texts,
and produced vectors with 1024, 2048, 4096, and 12288 dimensions, with the largest
model being the most expensive and supposedly the most capable. I accessed these
models from the OpenAI API.

4.2.2. Results
The performance of each model is detailed in Table 4.1. BERT embeddings performed
best, guessing the highest proportion of words correctly, guessing all 3 words correctly
for the highest proportion of clue/board pairs, and deviating the least from human
guesses. It is interesting to note that GPT-3 embeddings performed worse than
BERT and similarly to GloVe and Word2Vec embeddings, despite being much larger
and being produced by a sophisticated and large model trained on far more data
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Word2Vec
GloVe
BERT
GPT-3 (vector
size 1024)
GPT-3 (vector
size 2048)
GPT-3 (vector
size 4096)
GPT-3 (vector
size 12288)

Statistical Approaches

Model Performance
Percentage
of Percentage
Correct Guesses of
Perfectly
Guessed Groups
58.16
17.60
58.59
15.30
64.25
23.00
58.83
5.33

Percentage
of
Overlap
with
Human Guesses
57.00
57.43
62.63
59.13

52.50

3.66

52.53

58.83

5.25

57.97

53.08

3.83

53.43

Table 4.1: For each embedding-based model, the percentage of correct guesses given
by this model, percentage of perfectly guessed groups (clue/board pairs in which all
three words were guessed correctly), and percentage of overlap with human guesses,
calculated by taking the percentage of guesses that the model had in common with
each human guesser for each clue/board pair.
than the other models. Comparisons within the GPT-3 models are similarly hard
to explain, with no clear relationship between model or word embedding size and
performance. While larger models and embeddings can theoretically capture more
information, much of the information captured by larger GPT-3 models is apparently
not useful for the Codenames task.
There is a strong, positive correlation between each model’s percentage of correct guesses and percentage of overlap with human guesses (r = 0.9880, p < .001).
A positive relationship between these two variables is expected, as humans had a
high percentage of correct guesses on average (79.21%). However, the strength of
the relationship suggests that better performing models by and large capture more
of what humans guessers are doing. If the words correctly guessed by each model
were randomly distributed, the expected overlap between each model’s guesses and
human guesses would be expected to be on average 8.577% less than what is ob21
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Figure 4.1: The probability of words being chosen by human guessers for a given
clue/board pair, where color represents words’ BERT embedding cosine similarity to
the clue relative to other board words.
served. A dependent t-test between each model’s actual overlap with human guesses,
and expected overlap with human guesses if guesses were random, revealed that this
difference is significant (t(7) = −30.97, p < .001).
While the BERT model had the most success out of the embedding-based models
considered here, it still falls far below human performance. Humans on average
guessed 79.21% of words correctly, and correctly guessed all 3 words on 47.67% of
trials, with the BERT model at 64.25% and 23.00% respectively. Humans tended
to agree with the BERT approach when it was correct; on average, humans guessed
88.28% of the words BERT guessed correctly. It is therefore unsurprising that BERT
word embedding similarity also predicted the probability of words being chosen by
human guessers. There is a strong positive correlation between the probability of
each word being guessed by human guessers for a given clue/board pair, and the
percentile of that word’s similarity score to the clue, relative to other words on the
board (r = 0.9294, p < .001). See Figure 4.1 for a visual depiction of this relationship.
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Incorporating Context
In the approaches described so far, static representations of words have been compared
in isolation to determine word similarity. However, in Codenames, both spymasters
and guessers may iteratively reason about possible word meanings and determine how
well clues apply to board words in the wider context of all the relevant words. Several
approaches for emulating these dynamic, contextualized judgements are described in
this chapter. First I discuss guessing strategies in which each of the 3 words in a
potential group of guessed board words is taken into account when determining the
quality of a guess, rather than considering each word individually. I then consider
approaches for determining word similarity in which more contextual knowledge is
included in a word’s embedding. Finally, I attempt to determine similarity by comparing contextualized representations of words, which favor the most relevant senses
of polysemous words.

Section 5.1

Guessed-Word Group Relationships
When coming up with a clue for a given board, one might generate sets of highly
related words to a single board word at a time before deciding on a clue based on
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the intersections of these sets. However, this process likely requires the generation
and evaluation of many bad clues. Spymasters might instead employ heuristics based
on similarities between the limited set of board words. For example, if two board
words are obviously related (e.g. “turkey” and “robin”), a spymaster might consider
clues that capture this relation (“bird,” “animal,” “wings,” etc.), and then tweak or
expand this clue set to include a third board word.
While spymasters may not go through this exact mental process, the average
BERT embedding similarity between pairs of intended words on each board indeed
differs significantly from the average BERT embedding similarity between pairs of
intended and unintended words on each board (t(400) = 19.18, p < .001). Pairs
of intended words have an average similarity of 0.2995 while pairs of intended and
unintended words have an average similarity of 0.2300. This suggests that more
similar groups of words are more likely to be intended by a clue. We can calculate
the inter-group similarity of a group of words by taking the average similarity between
each pair of words in the group. Then, we might rank each group of 3 board words
which might be intended by the clue according to their inter-group similarity, where
a higher rank indicates greater inter-group similarity. The number of words guessed
correctly by the BERT embedding based approach per clue/board pair correlated
positively with the guessed group’s inter-group similarity ranking (r = 0.2121, p <
.001), which supports the intuition that guessers are more successful when the words
they guess are more similar to each other, relative to other groups of words they could
have guessed.

5.1.1. Approach 1
In the initial guessing strategy for the BERT embedding based approach, we simply
select the three most similar words to the clue, which is equivalent to choosing the
word group with the greatest average similarity to the clue. To incorporate inter24
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Figure 5.1: Percentage of words guessed correctly using Approach 1, where the word
group chosen for each board is that which has the highest weighted average of intergroup similarity and average similarity to the clue. The weighted average is calculated
as w1∗(inter-group similarity)+(1 − w1)∗(average similarity to clue) where w1 <= 1
. Performance is reported at various values of w1, where higher values mean that
inter-group similarity is taken more into account relative to average similarity to the
clue when determining what group of words to guess.
group similarity into the guessing strategy, we might calculate a weighted average
between inter-group similarity and average similarity to the clue for each group. The
performance of this guessing strategy with various weights is detailed in Figure 5.1.
With this guessing strategy, performance is not meaningfully improved by taking
inter-group similarity into account.

5.1.2. Approach 2
Instead of incorporating the similarity between guessed words into a static score
for each word-group, we might use the same principles to iteratively build a wordgroup in a less computationally expensive manner which better emulates the proposed
heuristics for how humans play Codenames. In such a process, board words might
be iteratively guessed based on their similarity to some context. The clue serves as
an initial context, and the most similar board word to the clue is added to the word-
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Figure 5.2: Percentage of words guessed correctly using Approach 2, where guessed
words are chosen iteratively based on the weighted average of their similarity to the
clue and other context words, calculated as w∗(similarity to clue)+(1 − w)∗(average
similarity to other context words). Performance is reported at various values of w.
group and also to the context. The next word is then chosen based on its similarity
to the context, which now consists of the clue and the previously chosen word. This
process repeats once more, and a third word is added to the word-group based on its
similarity to the context consisting of the clue and previously chosen words.
The similarity between a word and a multi-word context might be determined in
various ways. I first took the weighted average between the word and each word in
the context, where the similarity of the word with the clue had some weight w, and
the average similarity of the word with the remaining words in the context had weight
1 − w. The performance of this guessing strategy at various values of w is detailed
in Figure 5.2. Similarly to Approach 1, taking a word’s similarity with previously
chosen words into account did not improve performance.

5.1.3. Approach 3
Using the same iterative process as Approach 2, the similarity between a word and a
multi-word context might instead be determined using BERT sentence embeddings.
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Approach 2 considered the similarity between a word and each context word separately. By comparing a word to an embedding of the entire context, we might consider
how likely these words are to co-occur all together, so that words which are linked
to the clue in a similar manner will be more likely to be guessed. A context embedding can be constructed by combining the context words into a phrase, such as
by separating each word by ”and.” The BERT model, trained to represent groups
of sub-word tokens rather than single words, can then encode this entire phrase into
an embedding, which will be similar to the embeddings of words or phrases with
which the context is likely to co-occur. This approach guessed on average 64.17% of
words correctly, performing slightly worse than the original BERT embedding based
approach in which only a word’s similarity to the clue was considered.
Across the three approaches for incorporating word-group similarity into the guessing strategy, no approach meaningfully improved the performance of the original
BERT embedding based approach. While I do not report specific data on how well
each approach emulated human guesses, none of the approaches, under any of the
tested conditions, improved on the original approach. Although correctly guessed
words are more likely to have similar BERT embeddings to each other, this pattern
seems to have already been implicitly captured by the original guessing strategy.
Words which have similar embeddings to that of the clue must occur in similar contexts to the clue, and therefore each of the most similar words to the clue likely occur
in similar contexts to each other, causing them to have similar embeddings. Thus, it
is understandable why biasing guesses towards words that are more similar to each
other does not improve the performance of the original approach, even if this process
does indeed capture a heuristic that humans employ.
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Section 5.2

Contextualized BERT Embeddings
Another shortcoming of the current embedding-based approaches is the fact that
many words have multiple meanings, and cannot be well-represented by a single
point in semantic space. For example, in a vocabulary consisting of the words “river,”
“bank,” and “money,” we would want the words “river” and “bank” and “bank” and
“money” to occupy similar regions of semantic space, but “river” and “money” to
occupy very different regions of semantic space. These are opposing goals, and cannot both be prioritized. Thus, while BERT word embeddings are inherently limited
in how well they can capture a word’s multiple meanings, humans may flexibly assign any number of meanings to a single word (even contradictory ones - these are
“contronyms,” such as the verb “dust”).
While embeddings for single words are forced to combine a word’s different meanings into one representation, it is possible to bias the representation towards certain
meanings by taking context into account when creating the embedding. The BERT
model is trained to learn representations for sequences of sub-word tokens, based not
only on the tokens but also on the way they are combined in the sequence. When
encoding a phrase, the model will encode each token in that phrase while taking that
token’s position and the context tokens into account, and then combine these token
encodings to obtain the embedding for the entire phrase [5]. So, in the process of
encoding the phrase “river bank,” the model will create an embedding for the word
”bank” that incorporates the fact that it is in the context of the word “river.”
In Codenames, clues may be given such that one particular meaning of the clue
relates to one particular meaning of an intended word, even if both words have many
other possible meanings that are unrelated. Thus, when comparing board words
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to clues, guessers must consider both words in the context of the other to evaluate
relatedness. I attempted to emulate this process using BERT sentence embeddings.
To calculate the similarity between a clue and board word, I combined the two words
into a phrase, encoded this phrase with the BERT model, and extracted the token
embeddings for each word. I hoped that these contextualized word embeddings would
represent the senses of each word that are most similar to the other word, emulating
the human ability to think flexibly about multiple word meanings when comparing
two words.
While I tried many different versions of this approach, organizing the two words
in various ways in the phrase, and comparing all combinations of contextualized and
non-contextualized clue and board word embeddings, all of these versions guessed
between 45% and 50% of words correctly, falling far below the performance of the
original BERT embedding-based approach. While I attempted to control for the
position information encoded in the token embeddings by averaging the embeddings
of a word at various positions in a phrase, and comparing words which occured in
the same position in a phrase, it is possible that the position information encoded by
the model corrupted the purely semantic information that is captured by single-word
embeddings.
Additionally, contextualizing the word embeddings in this way tended to inflate
similarity scores overall and decrease the variance between similarity scores. Rather
than usefully representing a particular meaning of a word based on the context, token
embedding are more like intermediates between the uncontextualized word embedding
and its context. The inflation in similarity scores between clues and board words is
not uniform; because of BERT’s attention mechanism, which determines how word
tokens affect the encoding of the other words tokens in the input, the extent to which
token embeddings of board words are biased towards the clue word in the context
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depends on what those board and clue words are. For example, consider the token
embeddings of the word “bank” extracted from the inputs “river bank,” “the bank,”
and “bank.” The uncontextualized word embedding for “bank” is more similar to the
token embedding for ”bank” from the input “the bank” than from the input “river
bank,” indicating that “river” is attended to more than “the” when encoding “bank”
in the two inputs. Importantly, the embedding for “bank” is more similar to that for
“river” than “the,” and so this result would not have occurred if the model simply
biased the embedding towards its context in a uniform manner.
The above result is intuitive, since “river” modifies the meaning of the uncontextualized word “bank” more than “the” does. However, if we consider the token
embedding for “bank” in the context of something unrelated, such as in “table bank”
or ”flavorless bank,” attention comes into play to an even greater extent, so that the
uncontextualized word embedding for “bank” is more different from “bank” in “table
bank” or “flavorless bank” than it is from “bank” in “river bank.” This indicates that,
although embeddings are not biased uniformly towards context words, they may tend
to be biased more towards unexpected or unrelated contexts than expected contexts.
Indeed, when considering the contextualized board word embeddings in the guessing task (token embeddings extracted from a phrase of the form “‘clue’ and ‘board
word’”), the embeddings for board words that the spymaster intended to be guessed
were biased less than those of unintended words. For example, on one clue/board
pair with the clue “restaurant,” intended board word “data,” and unintended board
word “robot,” the embedding of “date” in “restaurant and date” was more similar
to the unonctextualized embedding for “date” than the embedding for “robot” in
“restaurant and robot” was to the uncontextualized embedding for “robot.” This
pattern remained on a large scale, with the average similarity between contextualized and uncontextualized intended words being 0.6588, while the average similarity
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between contextualized and uncontextualized unintended words was 0.6447. A dependent t-test revealed that the difference between the two groups was significant
across clue/board pairs (t(400) = 4.773,p < .001).
While I had hoped that the contextualized word embeddings would represent a
particular word sense when the context word related to that word sense, and would be
similar to uncontextualized word embeddings when the context word was unrelated,
this was not the case. Instead it appears that when calculating token embeddings
during training, the disambiguation of word senses was not as useful as attending to
unrelated or unexpected context words. Since the model is trained to use sentence
embeddings to predict masked words and next sentences, perhaps the disambiguation
of word senses is not particularly useful, because the applicable word sense depends
on the context which is already being incorporated into the sentence embedding.

Section 5.3

BERT Definition Embeddings
Given the importance of encoding entire sentences during training of the BERT model,
I next considered whether BERT embeddings of dictionary definitions of words might
produce richer, more human-like representations of those words. I took dictionary
definitions of each clue and board word provided by the python NLTK WordNet
package[17, 7]. I then used the BERT sentence embeddings of these definitions as the
embedding for words when calculating the similarity between clues and board words.
This approach was not very successful, guessing only 34.55% of words correctly and
all three words correctly on 1.302% of clue/board pairs. Since dictionary definitions
explicitly state the important aspects of a word’s meaning, the poor performance of
this approach indicates that BERT sentence embeddings do not encode this text in
a human-like way.
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Section 5.4

GPT-3 text prediction
While GPT-3 word embedding distance was a surprisingly poor proxy for human
judgements in the Codenames task considering the size of the model and amount
of training data, this word similarity metric may not capture the strengths of the
model. GPT-3 is trained to predict the next word in a sequence, and because of its
size can encode and reproduce many nuanced patterns present in its (499B tokens of)
training data [2, 1]. Similarity metrics that take better advantage of GPT-3’s ability
to generate text in a human-like way are likely to have more success on the task.

5.4.1. Approach 1
One way to extract human-like, conceptual knowledge about words from GPT-3 is
to simply prompt it to write a paragraph about that word. For example, when
prompted to “write a paragraph about the word ‘platypus’”, GPT-3 responds: “The
word ‘platypus’ is derived from the Greek word ‘platypodes,’ meaning ‘flat-footed.’
The platypus is a small, semi-aquatic mammal found in eastern Australia. It is the
only known mammal that lays eggs. The platypus is known for its bill, which is
similar to that of a duck. It also has a furry body and webbed feet.” We can then
ask GPT-3 to produce an embedding for this paragraph, and compute the similarity
between words through the cosine similarity of their paragraph embeddings. With
this approach, only 47% of words are guessed correctly with the largest model, which
is worse than the performance of the GPT-3 word embedding based approach at every
size of the model. Although the production of paragraphs from words forces the model
to explicate conceptual knowledge about each word, some randomness is introduced
in what specific topics the model happens to emphasize, which may account for the
drop in performance.
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5.4.2. Approach 2
We might avoid whatever particular limitations GPT-3 embeddings have and take
better advantage of GPT-3’s ability to generate text in a human-like way by simply
asking it to do the Codenames guessing task in the same way humans were asked to
do it. For each clue/board pair, I asked GPT-3 variations of the question, ”Which
three of these words are most related to ‘clue’ ?”, followed by the list of board words.
On some trials GPT-3 listed more than 3 words, or words not included in the list,
in which case I took the first three board words listed. With this approach, GPT-3
guessed 61.75% of words correctly, guessed all three words correctly on 22.0% of trials,
and on average chose 59.04% of words in common with human guessers. Relative
to other approaches, GPT-3 is successful at guessing words correctly, although its
performance still falls below that of the original BERT embedding based approach.
While GPT-3 had almost as many perfectly guessed trials as the original BERT
embedding based approach (22% and 23% of trials perfectly guessed, respectively),
its variance in number of correctly guessed words per clue/board was higher, at 0.7357
as compared to 0.5672 for the BERT embedding based approach. This suggests that
the random elements in the GPT-3 responses lead the approach far astray in certain
cases, whereas other models may be more likely to be just slightly off more often.
There is a fairly significant overlap in the words that the original BERT embedding
approach gets correct with this approach, with the BERT approach guessing 75.61%
of the words that this approach guessed correctly. This overlap is not surprising, since
the models are similarly trained to predict words based on preceding or surrounding
text.
While this approach performs similarly to the original BERT embedding-based approach, it has the disadvantage of being even less transparent. Some responses seemed
extremely difficult to justify. For example, for the clue “outside,” with intended words
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“well,” “yard,” and “deck,” this approach instead guessed the words “straw,” “post,”
and “yard.” While guesses varied slightly with rewordings of the prompt (none of
which improved overall performance), “straw” was consistently guessed. When I
prompted GPT-3 to justify its answers, it explained that “a straw is something you
drink outside,” which is not a response I would expect to hear from a human, and
indeed may have nothing to do with why GPT-3 actually gave that response. Because
GPT-3 simply predicts next words given past words, the explanation need not have
actually justified the response - rather GPT-3 deemed that explanation likely to occur
in text given that it is preceded by such a question and response. While “straw” and
“outside” clearly have some relation in the text GPT-3 is trained on, it is not at all
clear what that relation is.
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Knowledge-Based Approaches
The statistical approaches described in the previous section all rely on patterns in text
to learn representations of words. Words which tend to occur in similar contexts or
tend to co-occur play similar roles during training, and so these models learn similar
representations for them. With enough training data and a large enough model, there
is indeed much information that might be learned from statistical patterns in text;
however, these patterns might not always accurately reflect human knowledge about
how words relate to each other.
Language is used to symbolically communicate thoughts, and so text, as written
language, reflects these thoughts. However, there are many mismatches between
the conceptual space accessed by human minds and the patterns present in text.
For example, the frequency with which certain types of things occur in certain realworld contexts or have certain attributes often do not match the frequency with
which they are described in these contexts or in terms of these attributes in text.
By way of illustration, consider a banana. I would guess that when picturing a
banana, most people picture something yellow. While bananas can be other colors,
such as green, yellow-ness seems to be a characteristic attribute of bananas. In
text, however, people are more likely to talk about “green bananas” than “yellow
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Figure 6.1: Above, google N-gram probabilities for ”green banana” and ”yellow banana.” Below, a discussion with GPT-3 about bananas.
bananas,” precisely because bananas are generally considered to be yellow, making it
useful to specify when they are green (Figure 6.1). Language models such as BERT
or GPT-3 are trained to learn more than just bigram probabilities, and thus can
learn to associate bananas with yellow-ness from other patterns in text. For example,
in text where people talk specifically about the colors of things, or are describing
bananas in detail such as in a dictionary definition, the idea of bananas being yellow
is probably more likely to come up than the idea of bananas being green. So, when
asked what color bananas are, GPT-3 recalls similar training text and outputs a
variation of what tended to follow this text - which reflects human beliefs (Figure 5.1).
Interestingly, GPT-3 word embedding cosine similarities do not reflect the same ideas
as this response, with “brown” and “banana” having a cosine similarity of 0.8316,
“yellow” and “banana” at 0.8224, “green” and “banana” at 0.8043, and “red” and
“banana” at 0.771. Although pink bananas were not mentioned in GPT-3’s response,
“pink” is determined to be more similar than “red” to “banana,” at 0.7952.
This is by no means a rigorous test of what information large scale language models
might capture from text, but rather an illustration of the mismatch between statistical
patterns in text and in human thought. Language models must learn something other
than these patterns in order to have human-like representations of words.
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Knowledge-based approaches explicitly state relationships between words that humans consider to be important. In the knowledge graphs described below, words
are represented as nodes, with edges between related words, and edges labelled by
relationship types. Constructing these graphs is more laborious than the embeddingbased approaches previously discussed, as they often require human decision-making
about what words are related and how.

Section 6.1

Overview of Approaches
6.1.1. ConceptNet
ConceptNet [28] has been continuously constructed since 1999, when it was first
launched as a crowdsourcing project in which people were recruited to simply state
relationships between object or events, with the goal of explicitly stating the most basic things that people know. These statements were then parsed into the graph structure described above. More recently, ConceptNet has grown to include knowledge
from other crowdsourcing initiatives as well as extracted knowledge from Wikipedia
and online dictionaries. Edges in ConceptNet are labelled by the relationship type
between the words (Antonym, DistinctFrom, EtymologicallyRelatedTo, LocatedNear,
RelatedTo, SimilarTo, Synonym, AtLocation, CapableOf, Causes, CausesDesire, CreatedBy, DefinedAs, DerivedFrom, Desires, Entails, ExternalURL, FormOf, HasA,
HasContext, HasFirstSubevent, HasLastSubevent, HasPrerequisite, HasProperty, InstanceOf, IsA, MadeOf, MannerOf,MotivatedByGoal, ObstructedBy, Part), and also
by a weights which denotes how reliable an edge is based on its source. Words may
be connected by more than one edge. For example, most words connected by any
edge will also be connected by a “RelatedTo” edge. Given the scope of the project,
it is no surprise that ConceptNet is not perfect; the creator herself stated in a chat
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forum that “most objects will be missing most properties that apply to them.”
While there are various methods for calculating semantic similarity of words in a
knowledge graph ([30, 15, 13, 10, 21], path length is often key to these calculations.
However, due to the huge variety of edges in ConceptNet, words tend to be highly
connected. In fact, for each clue/board pair, clues that were included in ConceptNet
had a maximum path length of 2 from each board word, making path length a poor
similarity metric for this task. I instead considered whether or not words were directly
related to each other, as well as the number of neighbors they had in common.
Three of the clues given by spymasters were not included in ConceptNet, and so I
did not include the corresponding 3 clue/board pairs in my evaluation of ConceptNet.

6.1.2. WordNet
WordNet [7] is similar to ConceptNet, but has a few structural differences. While the
nodes in ConceptNet are words, those in WordNet contain synsets, or groups of words
that might be used interchangeably in a certain context. Additionally, most of the
related words in WordNet are the same part of speech, so that it can be divided into
sub-nets containing nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs, with the few links across
sub-nets often being morphosemantic relationships, such as that between “jog” and
“jogger.” WordNet also captures mainly hierarchical (“is a”, “part of”) relationships
between words, while ConceptNet captures more diverse relationships.
The structure of WordNet makes path length a more appropriate similarity metric.
Because nodes are synsets rather than words, polysemous words appear more than
once in the graph and are surrounded by neighbors which relate only to that synset’s
word sense. This prevents the occurrence of very short path lengths between words
with very different meanings when those words are both highly related to different
meanings of another word. I determined the similarity between two words by finding
all synsets containing one of the words, and then finding the shortest path length
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(using the NLTK python package [17]) between any of these synsets and any synsets
containing the other word.
Eleven of the clues given by spymasters were not included in WordNet, and so I
did not evaluate WordNet on these clues.

Section 6.2

Results
The WordNet approach correctly guessed only 34.55% of words, and guessed all 3
words correctly for 1.302% of clue/board pairs, falling far below the performance
of the vector-based approaches but still exceeding chance performance at 25% and
0.45% respectively. Accordingly, the approach differed more than embedding-based
approaches from human guessers, guessing on average 34.02% of words in common
with each human guesser. The poor performance of this approach might be explained
by the strict grouping of parts of speech, or by the fact that words in a synset might
have subtly different meanings which limit the relationships that can accurately be
drawn to other synsets. Navigating WordNet in a different way might yield better results, however I do not explore alternate approaches here. Instead I consider
ConceptNet, whose overarching goal of stating as many relations between words as
possible seems to be a better fit for the task.
While the ConceptNet approach is indeed more successful than WordNet, it still
falls below the performance of almost all of the embedding-based approaches. When
calculating word relatedness based on the number of shared neighbors between words,
the approach correctly guessed 50.83% of words, and guessed all 3 words correctly
for 10.00% of clue/board pairs. When I instead summed the edge weights connecting both words to their common neighbors, performance increased slightly to 5183%
and 10.75% respectively. Using this same approach, but giving the highest related-
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Figure 6.2: Across clue/board pairs, number of board words with each type of relation to the clue, as specified in ConceptNet. Reported for all words, words the
spymaster intended to be guessed, and words guessed by human guessers (averaged
across participants). Words can have more than one type of relation to the clue, in
which case all are reported.
ness score to words which are directly related, performance increased to 54.17% and
13.50%. While it is likely that other methods might further boost performance, I
shifted my analysis to more precisely characterizing what aspects of human wordrelatedness judgements ConceptNet captures.
Surprisingly, only 1.205 words per board on average were directly related to the
clue word in ConceptNet. Word relationships in ConceptNet thus failed to capture
the majority of relationships that humans identified between clues and intended or
guessed words. However, the relationships that ConceptNet did identify accurately
reflected human judgements. When board words had a ConceptNet relationship to
the clue, spymasters intended these words to be guessed 79.46% of the time, and
guessers guessed these words 80.53% of the time. There was no particular ConceptNet
relationship type that humans seemed to favor over others; for a breakdown of the
relationship types between clues and all board words, intended words, and guessed
words, see Figure 6.2.
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Combined Approaches
While knowledge graphs such as ConceptNet and WordNet flexibly contain information that humans explicitly deem to be true and important, they are laborious to
construct and incomplete. Conversely, embedding-based approaches are complete,
but are limited to representing patterns in text which may be inconsistent with human knowledge, and struggle to represent a word’s multiple meanings. Given the
complimentary nature of these approaches, I explored several methods for combining
their strengths.

Section 7.1

Incorporating ConceptNet Relations
While ConceptNet might in principle capture relationships between words that would
be hard for the embedding-based models to learn, in practice most of these relationships were already captured by the best embedding-based approaches. Only 1.205
words per board on average had a ConceptNet relationship to the clue, and the
BERT embedding approach alone guessed 85.6% of these words already. The BERT
embedding approach also correctly guessed 76.54% of the words correctly guessed by
the best version of the approach which considered shared neighbors in ConceptNet.
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Figure 7.1: Across clue/board pairs, number of board words with each type of relation
to the clue, as specified in ConceptNet. Reported for words the spymaster intended to
be guessed, and which of these intended words the BERT embedding-based approach
guessed, as well as words the spymaster did not intend to be guessed, and which of
these unintended words the BERT embedding-based approach guessed. Words can
have more than one type of relation to the clue, in which case all are reported.
While there is some difference between what ConceptNet and BERT embeddings
capture, this difference is difficult to characterize. No ConceptNet relationship are
particularly over or under-emphasized by the BERT embedding based approach, as
can be seen in Figure 7.1.
I modified the BERT embedding-based approach by giving the highest similarity
score to board words that were directly related to the clue in ConceptNet. While
this did slightly improve performance on the guessing task, from 64.24% to 65.08% of
words guessed correctly, unsurprisingly this improvement was not significant across
clue/board pairs (t(400) = −1.132, p = .2580).
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Section 7.2

Finetuning Embeddings with ConceptNet
7.2.1. ConceptNet NumberBatch Embeddings
In their description of ConceptNet, Speer et al. [28] recognize the benefits of combining the knowledge contained in ConceptNet with pre-trained word embeddings, which
are produced using data that might be inaccessible or labor intensive to incorporate
into the ConceptNet graph structure. They introduce ConceptNet NumberBatch embeddings, which are created by retrofitting GloVe and Word2Vec word embeddings
on ConceptNet. The retrofitting process is described by Faruqui et al. [6] and involves iteratively biasing each word embedding to be closer to the embeddings of
some group of other words, in this case its neighbors in ConceptNet. This forces the
word embeddings to better express the relationships between words that ConceptNet
captures. The retrofitted GloVe and Word2Vec embeddings were concatenating, and
then reduced in dimensionality to 300, to obtain one word embedding for each word in
the vocabulary. Since the retrofitting process tends to bias embeddings towards those
for highly connected terms, the authors then subtracted the mean embedding from
all retrofitted embeddings. These trained NumberBatch embeddings outperformed
other models such as Word2Vec on word relatedness tasks.
Using pretrained NumberBatch embeddings for the Codenames task, guesses for
each clue/board pair were calculated in the same way as the other vector-based approaches, by taking the three board words whose embeddings had the highest cosine
similarity to the clue word embedding. Three of the clues given by spymasters were
out of the vocabulary of the NumberBatch embeddings, and so these 3 clue/board
pairs were excluded from analysis. This approach performed well relative to other
approaches on the Codenames task, guessing 66.25% of words correctly on average,
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guessing all 3 words correctly for 24.43% of clue/board pairs, guessing on average
64.54% of words in common with human guessers on each clue/board pair.
While these statistics indicate a slight boost in performance over the BERT embedding based approach, the differences in performance on both guessing words correctly and overlap with human guesses were not significant (for a dependent t-test
between the 2 approach’s performance on each of the 400 boards, p = .2963 and
p = .2279 respectively). There was a significant, positive correlation between the 2
approaches’ similarity scores for clues and board words (r = .7449, p < .001). Accordingly, the BERT approach guessed 78.89% of the words that the NumberBatch
approach guessed correctly, while the NumberBatch approach guessed 80.83% of the
words that the BERT approach guessed correctly, suggesting that there is substantial
(though not complete) overlap between the approaches. Considering only the words
that the NumberBatch approach guessed correctly, and which the BERT approach
did not guess, either the original Word2Vec or the original GloVe embedding-based
approach guessed 50.82% of these words correctly, suggesting that a portion of the
advantage that the the NumberBatch approach has on the BERT approach may be
due to differences between BERT embeddings and Word2Vec or GloVe embeddings,
rather than the retrofitting process.
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Multi-Modal Embeddings
Of the approaches discussed, unsupervised approaches which learn word relationships
through statistical patterns in large amounts of data, such as BERT embeddings
and GPT-3 text prediction, have outperformed knowledge-based approaches in which
word relationships are explicitly described by humans, and seem to account for much
of what these knowledge-based approaches capture. This shows that these embeddingbased models can effectively learn about abstract word relationships from statistical
patterns in text. It is plausible that larger models trained on more text and perhaps
in a more sophisticated manner might do so even more effectively. However, the
fact remains that these models are still inherently limited in that they cannot learn
more than what is represented in the text they are trained on, and other types of
knowledge may comprise a portion of the gap between human and artificial language
understanding.
To address this limitation, work has been done on multi-modal language models,
which learn word embeddings from text as well as other sources such as images [18,
12, 4] or audio [29] (Liang et al. provide a recent review [16]). This work describes
approaches for combining multi-modal data in various ways and at various stages of
training. Here, I explore just one of many possible multi-modal embedding models.
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Section 8.1

Approach
I used the pretrained OpenAI Clip Model, which is trained to predict which caption
goes with which image, and produces 768-dimensional embeddings for both images
and text [23]. The model thus learns representations of words that reflect visual depictions of those words. By guessing the 3 words with the highest embedding cosine
similarity to the clue for each clue/board pair, this model guesses 43.74% of words correctly, and guesses all 3 words correctly for 5.542% of clue/board pairs. This is a clear
drop in performance from the purely text-based statistical approaches. Of the words
that the Clip model guessed correctly, the GPT-3 text prediction approach correctly
guessed 75.05%, the BERT embedding based approach correctly guessed 76.01%, and
the NumberBatch embedding based approach correctly guessed 79.08%, suggesting
that these approaches already take into account many of the word relationships captured by these multi-modal embeddings that are important for the Codenames task.
While BERT embedding similarity scores and NumberBatch embedding similarity
scores correlated positively with the Clip embedding similarity scores (r = 0.3428,
p < .001, and r = 0.3400, p < .001 respectively), this correlation was far lower than
that between the BERT and NumberBatch approaches (r = .7449, p < .001). While
the Clip embeddings do capture information that is different from what the purely
text-based embeddings capture, this extra information does not seem to be useful for
the Codenames task.
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Limitations of Current Approaches
A variety of approaches for emulating human performance on the Codenames guessing task have been evaluated and compared. All of these approaches fell short of
human performance, with the most successful reaching about 80% of the average human guesser’s success rate. Here I more specifically characterize the practical and
theoretical limitations of these approaches in relation to human performance.

Section 9.1

Relationship Types Captured
The BERT embedding-based approach captured much of the useful information that
could be extracted from knowledge-based approaches, multi-modal embeddings, and
contextual information. Given this general trend, I hoped to better characterize
exactly what aspects of human knowledge this approach was missing. While comparisons between the BERT embeddings and ConceptNet did not yield any clear findings
as to particular relationship types that BERT captured more or less than others, a
clearer pattern might emerge if humans are asked to describe how words are related
rather than relying on ConceptNet labels. To this end, I identified clue/board word
pairs where BERT similarity judgements differed from human judgements. I iden47
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tified 100 clue/word pairs from each of four groups described in Table 9.1. I then
recruited participants from Prolific (N = 99, Mage = 31.32, SDage = 12.25, 40 females, 1 other) to decide whether words were related, and if so how. Each participant
saw 32 clue/board pairs randomly sampled from each of the four groups, and for each
pair was asked to rate on a scale of 1-100 how related they considered those words,
and to describe how they were related (or to write “I don’t think these words are
related”).

Pair Type
False Positive
False Negatives
Easy True Positives
Hard True Positives

Clue/Word Pair types
Board Word BERT
Humans Guesser
Intended?
Guessed?
Behavior
No
Yes
Least
often
Guessed
Yes
No
Most
often
Guessed
Yes
Yes
Most
Often
Guessed
Yes
Yes
Least
Often
Guessed

Example
clue, word
opera, beach
alive, duck
eggs, ham
song, fire

Table 9.1: Four groups of clue/board word pair types, chosen to highlight what BERT
over and under emphasizes relative to humans. Human guesser behavior is reported
within the category of clue/board word pairs described by the Board Word Intended?
and BERT Guessed? columns.
While I had hoped to compare human explanations of relatedness from these
different groups to better understand what relationship types BERT over and under
emphasizes relative to human guessers, these explanations were extremely difficult to
group systematically. While some explanations included clear relationships such as
“isA” or “partOf”, the majority were much harder to categorize, such as “Webcams
are almost always linked to servers in some way,” “White rabbits are referenced a lot,”
“A knife chops ingredients usually,” “Packages come in the mail,” “I think of them
together,” and “similar vibe,” as well as many others. As a future direction of this
project, I might recruit additional participants to group explanations which express
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similar relationships. The difficulty of systematically grouping just this small set
of human explanations of relatedness demonstrates an important challenge for NLP
approaches such as ConceptNet which aim to explicitly represent word relations.
As for numeric human relatedness judgements, these varied as expected by category, with average relatedness ratings of 21.19 for false positives, 73.05 for false
negatives, 84.21 for easy true positives, and 50.42 for hard true positives. BERT
embedding similarity scores were only slightly correlated with human relatedness
judgements (r = 0.2384, p < .001), however, this might be explained by the fact that
most clue/word pairs were specifically chosen to highlight differences in human and
BERT guessing behavior. Interestingly, though, even within the Easy True Positives
category, in which BERT and most humans guessed the intended word correctly, the
relationship between relatedness scores was similar (r = 0.2691, p < .001).

Section 9.2

Isolated Judgements
Most of the guessing approaches I tried considered relatedness between clue and board
words in isolation, before taking the 3 most highly related words. While I explored
ways of incorporating the wider context of a Codenames board in Chapter 5, none
of these approaches meaningfully outperformed the original BERT embedding based
approach which made isolated relatedness judgements. However, given that this sort
of approach is possibly quite different from how humans likely play Codenames, by
iteratively reasoning about how and to what extent board words are related to a clue
as compared to each other, I wondered whether the isolated nature of the BERT
embedding judgements indeed imposed a ceiling on performance.
I gathered data on isolated human judgements of word relatedness in order to
use these isolated judgements in a naive guessing approach that mirrored the isolated
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judgements of the BERT embedding based approach. With such an approach, the role
of human relatedness judgements might be separated from humans’ ability to flexibly
account for contextual information in human success on the task. I randomly selected
34 clue/board pairs from the subset of 400 on which human and BERT success rates
were not significantly different from the those for all 400 boards. For this subset of
clue/board pairs, humans guessed 77.64% of words correctly, as compared to 79.21%
on all 400 boards (t(33) = −0.8660, p = .3927). The BERT approach guessed 63.81%
of words correctly for the subset of 34 boards, as compared to 64.25% on all 400
boards (t(33) = −0.4005, p = .6914). For this approach, relatedness judgements
must be made between the clue and each of the 12 board words for each clue/board
pair. I recruited participants from Prolific (N = 59, Mage = 35.69, SDage = 13.39,
35 females, 2 other) to make these judgements. I asked each participant to rate on
a scale of 1-100 the relatedness of 34 clue/board word pairs. Each participant rated
one clue/board word pair from each clue/board pair, so no one saw the same clue
twice.
With this data, I evaluated the performance of an isolated human relatedness
judgement based approach on the Codenames guessing task. To compute a guess for
each clue/board pair, I simply chose the three board words with the highest average relatedness ratings to the clue. This approach outperformed the BERT approach,
guessing 82.35% of words correctly. Interestingly, it also beat the average performance
of human guessers on the 34 boards (t(34) = 2.447, p = .0199). This approach predicted human guesses well; the guesses produced by this approach overlapped with
human guesses by 77.36% on average, while human guesses overlapped with each
other by 76.31% on average. These results indicate that isolated human relatedness
judgements from different humans perform just as well on this task as contextualized
relatedness judgements by single participants (both averaged across participants).
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The fact that no two relatedness judgements for a clue/board pair came from the
same participant, and that judgements from different groups of participants could
be effectively compared on the same scale, is consistent with prior work which has
found that people tend to agree on semantic similarity for both similar and relatively
dissimilar words [3]. Most importantly, this shows that isolated relatedness judgements can in principle achieve the performance of human guessers on this task. The
difference in performance between human and artificial guessers such as BERT must
then be attributed to differences in these relatedness judgements.
I compared human relatedness judgements with relatedness judgements by embeddingbased approaches on these 34 boards. I focused on the BERT embedding based approach and the numberBatch embedding based approach, which performed similarly
and outperformed the other approaches. I also focused on two of the GPT-3 embedding based approaches: the largest GPT-3 embeddings, and also the smallest (which
performed best out of the GPT-3 embeddings). All approaches were positively correlated with human relatedness judgements, at varying degrees (BERT embeddings at
r = 0.6435, NumberBatch embeddings r = 0.7393, GPT-3 size 12288 at r = 0.5071,
and GPT-3 size 1024 at r = 0.5187, with p < .001 for all). While the NumberBatch
embeddings had the highest correlation with human judgements, these embeddings
also performed better on this subset of 34 clue/board pairs than they did on the group
of 400 boards (increasing from 66.25% to 70.59% of words guessed correctly), although
this difference in performance on each of the sample of 34 clue/board pairs, and each
of the total 400 clue/board pairs was not significant (t(33) = 1.107, p = .2763). Additionally, BERT and NumberBatch embedding similarity scores were more strongly
correlated with each other than either approach was with human relatedness judgements (r = 0.7449, p < .001).
While the study discussed in the previous section and comparisons with Con-
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Figure 9.1: For each model indicated, embedding similarity scores are plotted against
human relatedness judgements.
ceptNet failed to identify relationship types BERT based approach over or under
emphasized, here we might characterize the success of such approaches at approximating human relatedness judgements at different levels of relatedness. In Figure
9.1, the similarity scores as calculated by embedding based approaches are plotted
relative to human relatedness judgements. Plots look similar across models, which
tend to underestimate word relatedness, but overestimate relatedness in the case of
words that humans do not consider to be related. This trend can be visualized more
clearly in the case of the BERT model in Figure 9.2.
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Figure 9.2: Residuals from BERT data shown in Figure 8.1. For 3 ranges of human
relatedness judgements for word pairs (0-32,33-66,67-100), the difference between actual BERT relatedness judgements and BERT relatedness judgements predicted by
regression. Positive residuals indicate BERT relatedness score is higher than predicted
by regression.
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Chapter 10

Conclusion
In this paper I have evaluated the ability of current NLP approaches to determine
word relatedness in a human-like way in the game Codenames. Simple cosine similarity between word embeddings from large language models tended to perform best,
and indeed captured many of the strengths of other approaches such as structured
information from knowledge graphs and visual information from multi-modal embeddings. However, even the most successful approach did not exceed 80% of human performance on the task. Isolated human relatedness judgements performed just as well
as human guessers on the task, suggesting that the difference in performance between
humans and word embedding techniques is simply due to differences in word relatedness judgements. However, it was difficult to characterize just how these judgements
differed. Labeling relationship types between clue/word pairs, either automatically
through ConceptNet or through newly collected human explanations, did not reveal
systematic differences in word relationships depending on how well word embeddings
captured human relatedness judgements.
The findings discussed here do express a degree of optimism as to the ability of
word embedding based approaches to learn structured knowledge about the world to
a certain extent. They also express optimism about the theoretical quantifiability of
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word relatedness. However, it is interesting that by far the largest model, GPT-3,
did not outperform smaller models such as BERT or NumberBatch, especially given
GPT-3’s groundbreaking ability to generate human like text and do zero, one, and
few shot learning. This indicates that language generation ability is not a good proxy
for language understanding. Additionally, larger models do not necessarily learn
more human-like language representations. To achieve such representations, we must
consider the training data, goals, and architecture of word embedding models, rather
than simply scaling these models up or feeding them more data.

Section 10.1

Future Directions
While the results in Chapter 8 suggest that it is indeed possible to explicitly map out
relatedness between words based on isolated human judgements, doing so on a large
scale would be extremely labor intensive and require endless updating. Additionally, simply having access to word relatedness judgements is not sufficient for most
NLP tasks. While the accuracy of a more general purpose model’s relatedness judgements can indicate the extent to which that model has a human-like understanding
of language, these judgements are not the only important aspect of language understanding, and should be considered a symptom of a good model rather than the goal.
Discussed below are features of more general purpose models which might gain an
understanding of language such that they can better make such judgements.
In this paper I have discussed the limitations of models which learn only from
the statistical patterns in text. Although the embedding-based approaches explored
here did not benefit greatly from the incorporation of information from knowledge
graphs or visual information from the Clip model, the fact remains that such models
are trained to learn patterns which do not perfectly coincide with the patterns in
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human experience or thought. The retrofitting process used to obtain NumberBatch
embeddings (the most successful embeddings), in which word embeddings are biased
towards embeddings for words that humans consider to be related, is one promising
solution to this problem. In the case of NumberBatch embeddings, ConceptNet is the
source of these human relatedness judgements. As discussed in Chapter 7, however,
ConceptNet is by no means a complete reflection of human relatedness judgements.
While continuing to build out tools such as ConceptNet may allow them to better
supplement word embeddings, such a process requires lots of time and human effort.
Embeddings might be similarly biased by emphasizing certain types of text during
training. People are less likely to write about obvious item attributes or relations
and everyday occurrences than they are to experience them, relative to other types
of experiences. Text such as dictionaries which contain common knowledge about
how words are related, procedural knowledge from sources such as how to manuals,
or scripts or dialogues which detail everyday happenings and perceptions, might be
emphasized during training to make up for this mismatch. This text could be repeated
in the training data, or the learning rate might be increased when making predictions
about such text.
It also might be worthwhile to store different types of knowledge in different ways.
Human memory is sometimes divided into episodic memory, which stores experiences,
procedural memory, which stores the steps for performing certain actions, and semantic memory, which stores factual knowledge. Language models might be supplemented
by another network which is trained only on text sources containing more factual or
procedural knowledge, such as dictionaries or how to manuals. These smaller networks might be updated more easily as such information changes (for example, when
a new U.S. president is elected). The information contained in these networks might
be used in different ways depending on the task. For the task of determining word
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relatedness, a weighted average of the word embeddings produced by the different
networks might produce more human-like word representations.
It is also important to consider how models interpret the input data they are exposed to. Although BERT embeddings are much smaller than GPT-3 embeddings,
they outperform them on the guessing task, suggesting that they better approximate
human word representations. One important difference between the two models is the
fact that BERT is bidirectional, and takes into account the preceding and following
context when making a prediction, while GPT-3 only takes into account the preceding
context. While this makes BERT less equipped for text generation, it encourages it
to incorporate more information about words into their embeddings. BERT embeddings for words must take into account the words that tend to come before and after
them, while GPT-3 embeddings must only take into account the words that come
before them. It would be interesting to see how a model as large and trained on as
much data as GPT-3, but trained bidirectionally like BERT, would perform on the
Codenames task. While we have seen that embedding size does not necessarily improve performance, given that GPT-3 has outperformed BERT on related NLP tasks,
analysing such a model would further clarify the relative strengths and weaknesses of
BERT and GPT-3 and allow them to be combined more optimally.
In chapter 5, I found that BERT’s attention mechanism tended to bias word
embeddings more towards unrelated contexts than towards contexts which might disambiguate their multiple meanings (for example, the embedding for “bank” was more
similar to its embedding in “river bank” than “flavorless bank”). This differs from
the way humans read text, during which our representations of words are most affected by contexts which relate to a particular sense of that word. By tweaking the
training paradigm, we might cause the attention mechanism to behave in a more
human-like way and favor word sense disambiguation over the encoding of unrelated
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contexts when determining word representations. BERT is currently trained to do
masked word prediction, and to predict whether or not two sentences occur successively. In both of these training paradigms, meanings of words are predicted by entire
sentences, where representations for individual words in that sentence are averaged
together. To make word sense disambiguation more worthwhile for these tasks, after creating the encodings for each token in a sentence and before averaging them
to create a sentence embedding or masked word prediction, tokens which are most
similar to another token in the sentence could be removed. In this paradigm, words
which determine the meanings of other words are more likely to be removed than
words that are more unrelated to the meaning of the sentence as a while, since these
words will often have similar meanings to the words whose meaning they determine.
In the sentence “I went to the river bank to sell armchairs,” since “river” and “bank”
often occur in similar contexts, the embedding for “river” might be removed. Then,
“bank” would need to have incorporated the context of “river” in order to make a
successful prediction about a masked word or next sentence. Thus, it would be more
worthwhile to attend to contexts which determine the meanings of polysemous words
in a sentence when producing the embeddings for those words.
The ideas discussed here aim to make up for statistical mismatches between human experiences and the descriptions of these experiences in training text, distinguish
between different types of textual information so that they might be learned or used
in different ways and at different rates, combine the benefits of larger models with
more sophisticated architectural elements such as bidirectionality, and tweak training
paradigms to encourage language models to encode aspects of language that humans
consider to be important, such as word sense disambiguation. These research directions are united by the common goal of creating NLP techniques which have a
more human-like understanding of language. While these are by no means the only
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approaches that might be taken to accomplish this goal, the results presented in this
paper suggest that they are promising next steps.
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